Haiti: CAP 2012 - Funding (as of 22 March 2012)

NEEDS AND FUNDING IN 2010 (Flash Appeal):
TOTAL REQUESTED: $1.5 billion
FUNDING: $1.1 billion (75%)

NEEDS AND FUNDING IN 2011:
TOTAL REQUESTED: $3.82 billion
FUNDING: $204 million (54%)

A 74.5% decrease in financial needs expressed in 2011 compared to 2010.

REQUIRED FUNDING IN 2012: $231 million (7.0% funded)
FUNDED IN 2012: $16 million (2011 carry-over of $3.3 million and $13.2 million new funding obtained in 2012)

Funding required per sector

Number of projects selected per cluster

180 PROJECTS
Level of priority of projects

75 ORGANIZATIONS
Breakdown of organizations by type

Source: FTS as of 22 March 2012